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Bedroom etiquette 101
• CONTʼD FROM 6
odour.

must fart and/or burp, hold it in. I need not
get into too much detail when it comes to
this, but rumour has it passing gas while
getting busy in the bedroom happens all too
often.
Well, boys and girls, passing gas
was only cute when you were in diapers,
and even then that’s questionable. Regardless, releasing gas from either end is sure to
result in a none too pleasant experience for your
partner and uneasy embar2. Get it and give it.
rassment for yourself. So,
It’s
common
do you and your partner
It looks like mom
decency to do the job
a favour and if for some
wasnʼt totally off her reason you’re unable to
right—and this should
be reciprocal. One of the
hold it together then simrocker...of course,
most impolite, and not to
ply excuse yourself to the
it could have only
mention selﬁsh, things
washroom, or a corner of
been to prepare you the room—just try not to
to do is to leave your
partner without letting
do this midpoint during
for the more sexuthem indulge in the big
sexual activity.
ally charged world
O, particularly if you’ve
If you’re not already abidof young adulthood.
already done so yourself.
ing by these three simple
And if your partner canrules then begin immedinot reach the point of cliately and you’ll be well on
max then quite possibly
your way a long and happy
you should be Googling tips on technique sex life. It looks like mom wasn’t totally
rather than reading up on bedroom etiquette. off her rocker when she taught you basic
table manners. Of course, it could have only
3. Don’t pass gas.
been to prepare you for the more sexually
Yes, it’s as simple as that! If you charged world of young adulthood.
Nowadays there is a wide range of
bath and body products that make showering an enjoyable experience and will surely
prompt you to practice good hygiene without thinking twice even during the exam
period. Additionally, brushing your teeth as
well as ﬂossing regularly will help prevent
the bad breath boogie man and keep your
partner from mild ﬁts of
gagging.

